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Trend Talk: Coastal Cowgirl And 15 Ways To Get The Look

T
he coastal cowgirl micro trend combines sand-hued leathers with antlers and hints of

the ranch life. “Coastal Cowgirl is smack dab at the crossroads of the rugged

American West and West Coast casual, an interior style that brings in California roots

while wearing Western boots,” says interior designer Danielle Slutzky of Flair Design

House in Newport Beach, California. “The cornerstones of cowgirl flair are worn leathers, warm

sun-baked colors, and horses [of course], while the anchors of coastal appeal are lighter-toned

woods, organic textiles and vintage pieces—lost, then found.”

The breezy, relaxed aesthetic features design elements from faux cowhide rugs and wood side

tables, to hints of pale blue, coastal decorative objects, and ocean photography. “A favorite

quality of this design aesthetic is the timelessness that both the well-worn western and

charming coastal styles evoke,” adds Slutzky. “The fun lies in bridging these two enduring styles

together, so it’s no wonder we are all rodeo ready to have this look in our homes. After all, it’s a

little bit country and a little bit sand and soul.”

Here’s how to recreate the look at home. 

White Buffalo Land Trust bandana napkins, set of four

Photo courtesy of Coyuchi

Texas Made by Carly Tabak

Photo courtesy of Driftward

Cedar Stump

Photo courtesy of Jenni Kayne

Cayman glasses, set of four 
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Puff pillow 
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Waylon table lamp 
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Washed linen throw 

Courtesy of Ballard Designs

Harland modern cowhide rug 
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Rope table lamp 
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Ocean Blues by Wesley and Emma Teague 
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Vail Lounge chair 
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Hollis rectangle mirror 
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Faux coral decorative object 
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Woven hyacinth and rattan floor vase 
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Repose rug 
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Coastal Cowgirl Decor Farm Ocean Ranch
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